SECOND SEASONAL SMOKER IN HOUSTON TALL MAN

Lew Chapman's Interfraternity Orchestra

TO SERVE FREE REFRESHMENTS

Following the successful inaugural last week of this year's series of Home Hall Smoker concerts, the popular Lew Chapman's Interfraternity Orchestra will be offered for the second year in succession. This program promises a rich abundance of diversified entertainment consisting of all campus favorites such as Lew Chapman's 'Reinhardt, Europe's master of stage', a particular purpose and Illusion. No large orchestra but the smaller groups followed.

Tonight's program, without a shadow of doubt, bigger and better programs followed. In the audience Mr. Ames, Dean of the School, doubt, "will be very entertaining and Diversified entertainment, consisting of old favorites and new ones. Free refreshments will be served.

MISS VICTORIA POWELL TO ACQUAINT STUDENT BODY WITH GEST'S "MIRACLE"

In order to acquire the student body of the University with the nature of this twenty-first century surgical procedure, Miss Victoria Powell, a graduate of the University of Chicago, will speak in the Houston Hall Auxiliary Room tonight at 8 o'clock. Miss Powell, by special arrangement with the University, will speak to the student body on the nature of a "miracle" play back in the Twentieth Century in the church, out of which the modern theatre grew. It was Morris Lessing's and Prof. Benison's combined effort to bring the theatre back to the church. To carry on this idea they called in Norman-Bel-Geddes, young American stage and scenic artist. Realizing their idea that living man has the auditorium as well as the stage and a particular purpose and illusion. Not only was the idea of an outdoor public set under three hours of pantomime but to the delight of all, the occasional introduction of a "miracle" (Continued on Page XXII)

UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL SELECTS SENIOR BLAZERS

Members of Class of 27 May Secure Striped Coats from Gymny in Three Weeks

COMSTOCK CHOSEN CHEERLEADER

At the conclusion of the meeting of the Executive Council of the Mask and Wig Club, John F. Wolf, President of the Senior Class and assisting officer of the Student Council, announced that the contract for Senior Blazer was awarded to Wm. Comstock, a member of the Mask and Wig set. The order came to be of French Hussar in the regular Blazer contract.

Members of the Class of 27 will be working in trial blazers this fall semester, and blazer gowns will be used for practice before the first game. Norman-Bel-Geddes, designers of the blazer, are preparing the season in the competition conducted under the direction of WilliamWeb, Head Cheer Leader. A resolution was passed by the Undergraduate Council in charge of Athletics to instruct the members at football games to direct spectators from the upper stands who are leaving before the final whistle running through the main aisles. This will, in Mr. Wolf's opinion, protect the life and property of the game. (Continued on Page XXXII)

DRIZZLE FAILS TO STOP PRACTICE OF SHELLMEN

Large Turnout Features Third Workout of Coaches—Two New Peacock Shells Launched

ANNOUNCE ANNUAL FALL REGATTAS

All sophomores in good standing may enter the crew managerial competition for two places on the West Philadelphia High School Team. Despite the steady drizzle that has fallen continually throughout the season, a large number of men yesterday reported to the boathouse for the first time in the season.

The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle.

Large Turnout Features Third Workout of Coaches—Two New Peacock Shells Launched

Dr. Penniman, Provost of the University and former professor of Political Science, did his best to purchase the beautiful legend which has thrilled the city on Monday, Miss Victoria Powell's "MIRACLE" (Continued on Page XXII)

YARROW BOOTERS DOWN "SCRUBS ON RIVER FIELD"

New Work Struggles in Preparation for Contest with Englewood A. C. Starlighters

COACH DAVID DRILIS FRESHMEN

Paying in a sum of tail to which a shoe is attached, a kickball. The kickball, oven which the campus manyHead Coach Baker announced that a fall session with the Varsity but seemed to be more light-sheets. Baker seems to have found his job. The three men will hand the theatre back to the student body.

The Varsity combination covered their first poster after a hard struggle lasting eight minutes. Coach Ginton seems to have found his job. The three men will hand the theatre back to the student body.

The head coach, in his address to the members of the Class of 27, entertained the audience both through his personal charm and through the humorous manner in which he entertained the audience. He entertained the audience both through his personal charm and through the humorous manner in which he entertained the audience.

Theadium crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle.

The second team, which meets West Philadelphia tomorrow afternoon also has its season with the Varsity but requires to have more light-sheets than the other apparatus to entice their efforts in repelling the enemy's attack. With a possibility of damaging the building continuing, Coach Ginton feels that practice in this weather will help the men in their season to come.

Freshman Coach "Billy" Davis took his Varsity squad to the boathouse for a midnight 'trot' yesterday afternoon, as he will lead the men in the preparation of the game for the first game on the Long Island team. The head coach, in his address to the members of the Class of 27, entertained the audience both through his personal charm and through the humorous manner in which he entertained the audience.

Theadium crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle.

Theadium crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle. The 150-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle, and the 180-pound crew is using the Peacock Dleterle.
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JOHNS HOPKINS PRIMED FOR RED AND BLUE TILT

Baltimore Eleven Plays Coach Young's Charges Saturday for First Time Since 1926

VAN ORMAN, OF CORNELL, IS COACH

After a long swoon, Pennsylvania will renew football relations with Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore Saturday. Not since 1926 has a Red and Blue eleven played a team from the Maryland best-seller.

Even the most optimistic Hopkins supporter holds small hope of the Black mark time, or Bluejays, as the team also is called, of conquering Pennsylvania. But one thing seems certain—that the contest will be a real battle.

Buy Van Orman, former Cornell star, who used to help the Big Red in his endeavor to handle the Red and Blue some twenty years ago, in the Hopkins coach and has instilled into his young and comparatively inexperienced squad the fighting spirit of the Blue blazers. Orman doesn't expect his men to defeat Coach "Lou" Young's charges but he expects them to put up a tough battle.

Orman played for Cornell from 1904 to 1907. He was nearly killed in the 1907 games when he was in a collision with Big Bill Hollebeck, famed Red and Blue fullback.

He faced a hard task in molding together a representative Hopkins eleven at the beginning of preliminary training—his squad of candidates was young and inexperienced, and four stars were missing from the team that held the University of Maryland in a 7-7 tie the last Thanksgiving Day. But, after much arduous work, he has shaped together what appears to be a fighting team.

It is probable that in Saturday's game on Franklin Field Orman will present the real nine—"Red" McMillan and "Fest" Kefford. McMillan is a real star and is said to be one of the best linemen ever produced at Hopkins.

The Bluejay's tackles are a pair of sturdy boys, their combined weight being 320 pounds. They are "Lefty" Leibe, end, and "Fuzzy" Clayton, fullback.

Pick a Good One

"Rufus," said the wise old senior, "the giddy young trots, I see you being rushed around a lot. Watch your step and take your time. Pick a good one!"

That's smart "crackin'," whether you're picking a "bunch" or a fountain pen. You want both of them to live with you a long, long time. So it's best to step up to the Wahl Pen counter right now and choose your own a fine Wahl Pen.

Pick the style you like (Wahls come thin and fat, red, black or motled rubber); the point that suits your hand—still or flexible, line, medium, stub, oblique or Wahl Standard Signature.

Pick any Wahl Pen, and you get not only the smoothest, best-looking writing tool that ever graced your hand, but also one that from cap to nib is practically indestructible. You could carry a Wahl in your hip pocket through three initiations, and still have the best fountain pen in the world.

$3 to $7 for the silver or rubber $6 and Northward for the gold
ADULTERATED WHOLESOME DINER

WITH NOURISHMENT WHICH MEANS-

OUR CHOICE MORSELS OF UN-
PACIFY THOSE STOMACH PAINS

AT ANY HOUR AT

THE TWIN PALM TREE

7kVO MarRet Street

STEAKS

249 and 265 So. 37th

EDWARD P. DOLBEY & CO.

3621 Woodland Avenue

STUDENT S TAKE NOTICE

You can save from $10 to $20

in a Rebuilt Typewriter

at 1209 ARCH STREET

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO.

Off to a game,
home for the weekend,
or just sticking around.
A Stetson will give you that well
dressed feeling—and it will look surprisingly

STYLED FOR YOUNG MEN

YOUR 8 O'CLOCK

CLASS IN "NECKING"

and get your "doll."

Won't be much of a suc-

cess if you don't show

some class yourself.

That "petty" date at eight

bells needs more than

your smile to make her

"naught but nice."

Get "dolled up," say we.

WINTER'S BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

STUDENTS DO NOT VALUE

BETTER MUSIC-NITZSCHE

University Recorder Sells College Men

Popular Jazz and Prize Fights

to Musical Programs

FEW APPRECIATE ADVANTAGES

After having arranged musical and instru-

ment programs in Pennsylvania for years,

George E. Nitze, University Rec-

order, has finally reached the conclusion

that "college men do not appreciate good

music." Philadelphia is one of the music-

centers in the world and there are daily

opportunities both in the city and at the

University to listen to the best music

available." He insists, "but college men

are unconscious of their absence at these

performances."

"It would seem that the University men

misses up the best things for just and prin-

ciples. At any rate, none of the finest and

greatest programs at the University are being

played for an audience."

Mr. Nitze, who managed the Phila-

delphia Music Festival of 126, declared that

the great run of people have a never

enough appreciation of music than the

college boys. "You will never find a large

crowd of college students at the best music

treats in the city," he said. "Yet, we are

given every advantage in the way of reduced fares and season

tickets."

"I cannot understand why college stu-

dents should not take advantage of the

many opportunities offered them. A

large body of this University come from

places where they never heard a

concert before in their lives. These

students will go back to their homes and

only return to Philadelphia on occasional

calls. If they ever hope to form a judg-

ment about good music, they should

hear it. Instead of going to some other

best things, however, they take them

in instead of the city's own offers."

Mr. Nitze, who has followed the

musical progress given in this city for

more than twenty-five years believes that

college boys appreciate more music than

they used to. "I never was a student in

Pennsylvania," he said, "I knew were

one of us used to go regularly to the

opera to the city while, looking

there into a few hundred."
EVERYTHING for the Student at BEASTONS

We Serve
ICE CREAM
"THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND"

Presenting a Series of

DASHERS
Made Exclusively for Geuting's

SHOES FOR MEN
Made Exclusively for Geuting's

Foot and Winter shoes with that typical English atmosphere of studious carriage and associates with happy twinkle.

HEATHER GRAIN and WILLOW CALF
Available lined throughout

$1

DOUBLE WEATHERPROOF SUEDE in all "Durasole" Models

GRACIOUSLY CO-OPERTATING

THE FORUM OF FAMOUS SHOES & STOCKINGS

STUDENTS' STORE

Pick a Good One

"Rufus," said the wise old senior to the giddy young freshman, "I see you being rushed around a lot. Watch your step and take your time. Pick a good one!"

That's smart "crackin," whether you're picking a "bunch" or a fountain pen. You want both of them to live with you a long, long time. So it's best to step up to the Wahl Pen counter right now and choose yourself a fine Wahl Pen.

Pick the style you like (Wahl's come thin and Wahl's come fat); the material you want (Wahl's come in solid gold, sterling silver, gold-filled and silver-filled, red, black or mottled, rubber), the point that suits your hand—stiff or flexible, fine, medium, stub, oblique or Wahl Standard Signature. Pick any Wahl Pen and you get not only the smoothest, best-looking writing tool that ever graced your hand, but also that one from cap to nib is practically indestructible. You could carry a Wahl in your hip pocket through three initiations, and still have the best fountain pen in the world.

$3 to $7 for the silver or rubber $6 and Northward for the gold.

WAHL PEN
Everyday's own hard job

GLAD T' MEETCHA

My name is Wally, I'm the Eversharp Kid. I'm disguised this year as a neat little book-mark for you—just at the Wahl Pen and Eversharp counter, MARK MY WORDS, you'll need an Eversharp, too.
The following letter from a student's father (furnished by a letter writer) in an indication of the financial strains in which many students have found themselves a week after the beginning of the academic year:

Dear Son:
I have your letter and the package of bills. The answers to your questions follow in numerical order:

1. No. I am broke. I must remember I went there to make my fortune; not to draw monthly paychecks. There is no way I can do it.
2. No. The banks will not allow you to overdraw.
4. No. You won't get another until Christmas.
5. Yes. We would be glad to have you stay.
6. No. You will not need a season ticket to the Grand Opera.
7. Yes. Either get a job or buy a good black-Jack lot.

Your affectionate,

\[Signature\]

\*\*\*\*\*\*\*

**Notice!**

**George H. Grim**

Formerly connected with the **EDWARD TAILORING CO.** is now PERMANENTLY LOCATED at 3611 Woodland Ave.

Where your every need is anticipated. Prices and values to meet your wishes. See our splendid Tuxedo. (Silk-Lined)

**The Sylvania Tailors Inc.**

Jack Needles, Vice Pres.

**GEO. H. GRIM, Pres.**

**FROLICS OF FLITZ**

28** No. 420

**“The Successful Student”**

"To be a 100 per cent Successful Student," says Flitz 28, "in a University Must mean, a Thorough Knowledge of the Fundamental Principles, More Better than the Colleger, An Ability to S tailor, A Love for Bright Lights and Better Clothes than the Average."

Hundreds of Successful Students are Completely Satisfied in their Clothing Needs at Perry's where Smart Value Prices are an unwritten rule.

\[Signature\]

**PERRY & CO.**

16th & CHESTNUT UNIVERSITY MEN'S DEPARTMENT
FLYING TOGETHER—Front room for two
men, running water and showers. Cold
hot water. 2000 Woodland Avenue. 817

BENT—Fraudtry house, furnished.
Phone Granite 4760.

FREQUENT BOWLS—For rent. Cor-
ner 42d & Spruce; 17 rooms, 5 baths;
more furniture; phone; electricity; par-
quilt floors. No, Evergreen 8294.

PALE TIME WORK—Tie Roughneck
Knitting Company representative will be
in Room 12, Boston Club, Thursday and
Friday from 2 to 5 P. M.

BENT—Large house, suitable for fra-
ternity. Completely furnished, new beds,
plaza, box eto. Large chapter room.
Tubs and shower baths. Good campus
location. Write to Mr. Mofett, care Penn-
sylvania Office.

ROOMS FOR RENT—500 Spruce St.
Two attractively furnished rooms and
baths. Hot water heating. 8100 and Box
Morrill, Evergreen 7458.

FOR RENT—Cherubil F B eden, three
rooms, two baths, motor and paint good condition.
Winter frost, no heat. Included in price.
500 East Chestnut Street.

ROOMS FOR RENT—5 large, double
furnished rooms and baths. Hot water heating. 8100 and Box
Morrill, Evergreen 7458.

ROOM—Hall for Dance and Reception
Dining Room Accommodation. 910, 5000
Willow St., Easter 7250.

THE RIALTO SHOP
Haberdashers
Representative
GEORGE PERCHICK

Showing Today at
HOUSTON HALL

With a full line of
Domestic and Imported
Hose and Neckwear
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Some insist on the same style
of the "Big Three" has adopted the sys-
tem of holding secret drills to ward off
money events and has instituted the "table" sys-
tem. It was this method of
holding plays which upset Yale's defense
last year.

Coach Jones has a formidable group of
I2O veterans about whom he has built
his team. Witness of the twenty-five
members surviving from an original squad of
fifty is testimony of last season, in-
cluding Starman, All-American guard.

The Flying Bunnies to compete this
Saturday at the Yale Bowl with Boston
University being the first eleven to
test the strength of Boston's charges. Georgia
comes to New Haven the following Sun-
day, followed by Harvard, who is
returning to the Yale schedule after an
absence of a year. Brown, Army, Mary-
land, Princeton, and Harvard, follow in
succession.

Assisting Jason are Myron Fuller, who
is inheriting the line; Clarient Conroy,
in charge of the ends; and Mal Weaver,
backfield and kicking coach. Steen is
likewise handling the 'scrum' while the
Freshmen are under the tutelage of "Fat
"Rosecrans. Whatever L. Lovejoy, Captain of
1924, is assisting the end while Major
E. P. Perchik, formerly of West Point,
is helping with the backfield candidates.

COLUMBIA COACH DEVELOPING
NEW GRIDIRON COMBINATION

Head Coach Charles Crudging, of Co-
mbia University, is very optimistic con-
cerning the outlook of his football team
for the coming season. Although he has
many experienced men available for the
positions vacated by the loss of seven
quarters of last year's combination, he
is having trouble finding the right eleven
men to form the team.

The backfield consisting of Captain
M. D. M. D. Mount, Scull; Empt slag and
Kaplan have been developing but still
are being passed for their positions by
Norris, Roger, Gurnsey, and Kung. The
end positions will be only taken cute of
by Hyde, Brady, Fanger and Williams, all
of whom have had previous valuable ex-
periences. With only two backs avail-
able from last year's eleven, Crawford
will have to find some newcomer to develop
in rapidly. Atchies, Williams and Stor are guard material available, all
having played before.

Facing each team as Ohio State, Cor-
nell, Syracuse and Pennsylvania, he will
have to develop a combination capable of
standing up under the wear of the seas-
on. Several new men have been making
good showings in recent workouts and
should prove capable substitutes.

Architects! Engineers!

This Ad
Shown in Drawing Materials
From Us Entitles You To

20% Discount
Keystone Blue Paper Co.
41003 Fisler St.
Philadelphia

☑️ 1334-1336 Chestnut Street

MacDonald & Campbell
Selected Leather Jackets

For Men $12 to $38
For Boys $10 to $15

Carefully made of selected sheepskin, handsome and gentle
leathers. "V" neck, knitted neck, renewable collars, and shoulder
"Zipper" models. Some with leathers and plain trimmings.
These is the largest and most complete assortment of leather
jackets at reasonable prices to be found anywhere.

PYLE & INNES
LEADING COLLEGE TAILORS
1135 WALNUT ST.

A Pen You Can Lend
without a Tremor

For its point yields to any hand
yet resembles its original shape
Its "Pernamite" barrel and cap will not break

The Parker Duofold point combines what you get in
no other point—durability and flexibility.
This point yields to any style of
writing yet retains its origi-
nal shape. It is guaranteed to
be 25 years not only for mechani-
ical perfection but for wear.
And Parker Duofold's barrel
and cap will not break, though
you drop it a hundred times.
For they are now made of
Pernamite—Parker's non-break-
able material that has withstood
such grueling tests as a 3,000
foot drop from an airplane.

This combination—the Par-
er Duofold Point and the
Parker "Pernamite" Barrel and
Cap—makes the world's great-
rest writing instrument.
You cannot get such value in
any other pen, at any price.

A Pen You Can Lend
without a Tremor
B. F. KEITH’S CHESTNUT ST. BELOW TWELFTH

Max. 2,500 Seats—Estate Orch. 50 cent-No Tax Balcony No Orch. Tax—Exempt Tax. and Holidays.

Evenings at 8:00—3:00. Orchestra Seats $1.10. Tax Included. Balcony 50c. 75c at 1000 SEATS Entln. $1.00 centa. No Tax. Except Sat. and Holidays.

Balcony 30 cents. No Tax. Except Sat. and Holidays.

B. F. KEITH’S

Seats One Week in Advance

Extra Added Attraction and Attraction!

Loyal and Co.

Sylvia Anlisi. Itisplay of Strength

The Three Kemmys

Original Novel

In

States

They Entertain You. They Serenade You with

The Three Kemmys

Enchanting Dreamy Dance Music

Yellow Cab

They’ll Play Every Night for You at the

THE STATE BALL ROOM

S. W. Cor. Market at 20th

Dancing instructions by Al White. See me if you want to brush up on stage or ballroom dancing.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
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THE BEST THEATERS, MOVIES, PLACES TO DINE AND DANCE

WHERE TO GO IN PHILADELPHIA

WHITEHALL, 4105-07-09 Chestnut St.
Read the news of Saturday's college football games in The New York Times. You will find in The Times all college sports news more crisply written, fully and accurately told, than in any other newspaper.

GRIDIRON GOSSIP

Pennsylvania's prowess on the football field this season will, quite naturally, be judged by the play of the Varsity eleven because it is the representative University team. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity just didn't "happen" to be that—that its members appeared at their present status only by a process of evolution?

This evolving of the "big" team was reached only after a strenuous process many pupils feared at two feet, N. J., in which some fell by, thought to be the best gridiron warriors in the University, participated. "Lox" Young and his assistant coaches called this batch of players over until it was cut to approximately thirty-five. The ones "cut" were sent back here to practice with "Poor" Miller's scrubs.

It is for the scrubs, those underdogs who take a terrific beating and who seldom, if ever, are heard of, that these few words of scanty praise are being adduced. This is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

First the Junior varsity—the lightweights—now is the turning point of the season. If, as in a card game, many of the preceding cards, one by one, have been red, it is for the Varsity eleven and the big team. For the Varsity team was a strong one in its season's work, and upon the opposition it receives in the regular games, that it is a good team.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven is weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven was weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven was weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven was weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven was weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.

That's the advantage of a scrub team—that of making the Varsity strong—and it is a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

There is another benefit—scrub players sometimes work their way to the Varsity, and the big team adds in strength and fighting spirit thereby.

All the signs and portents point to some "big" things this fall. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity eleven was weak and unprepared, the Varsity in all probability, after working out with this puny bunch, will enter big games too full of misplaced confidence in its own strength. It will not have had a fair test, and, very likely, will believe itself "good," or, at least, better than it is.

The other side of the picture is different. If a Varsity team, day in and day out, is held at bay by such a bunch of fighting scrubs as this season's Varsity team seems to be, it is very likely to enter the regular games full of fight itself, and with an all-powerful desire to show the outcome, who saw its performances in scrimmage, that it is a good team.
GRIDIRON GOSSIP

Pennsylvania's process on the football field this season will, quite naturally, be judged by the play of the Varsity eleven because it is the representative University team. But did you ever stop to consider that the Varsity just didn't "happen" to be that—that its members arrived at their present status only by a process of evolution?

This evening of the "big" boys was reached only after a strenuous period of practice, so hard was the task set, that the outlook for this year is anything but a safe one for any opponent. The year's schedule has been so arranged that the "big brothers" find it impossible to play a schedule for the majority of their games in the fall. From now on we shall strive to retain your friendship through sales of "First" Miller's scarfs.

The world has heard of the "big" team's superiority to the "scrubs" and will undoubtedly continue to do so. But the "scrubs" are the underdogs that will continue to show their "big brothers" some real opposition. They are the benefit of the situation and will continue to show their "big brothers" some real opposition.

The year's junior varsity—the "big" boys' college—will be an unusual one because of its strength. That has been very evident in scrimmages with the Varsity, in which the supposed "showmen" consistently outscored their opponents. In other words, the "scrubs" gave their "big brothers" some real opposition.

One Big Ten alum who followed closely the doings of Coach Young's conferences team was heard to remark that he "was very glad that the scrubs team was a strong one," as he very truthfully, for the presence of the "big brothers" is necessary to the success of the Varsity and the "scrubs" are a real one beyond a shadow of doubt.

The year's Junior varsity will believe it itself "I," or at least, better than the scrubs, but in a way which is supposed "doormats" consists in scrimmages with the Varsity, in which the "scrubs" give their "big brothers" some real opposition. They will continue to show their "big brothers" some real opposition.

Read the news of Saturday's college football games in The New York Times. You will find in The Times all college sports news more crisply written, fully and accurately told, than in any other newspaper.

The New York Times

We have made many new friends during this fast moving opening week of college. From now on we shall strive to retain your friendship throughout the rest of the year. We believe that when you are in need of further supplies you will call upon the

HOUSTON HALL STORE

Owned and Operated by the University and Managed by an Alumnus

"From Freshman Cap to Cap and Gown"